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The May-June 2018 Newsletter Issue
We begin the May-June newsletter by extending our congratulations to the newly elected section
officers – the Chair-Elect, David Brady, and our new council members, Siwei Cheng and Emily
Rauscher! We also congratulate our section award winners, who will be featured in the next
newsletter. Great work, everyone!
We’d like to draw attention to an important opportunity for graduate students – our recently
introduced yearly feature, Scholars on the Market: Dissertation Keywords. This feature will highlight
the work of graduate students who will be on the job market in the fall. We invite all PhD students
who will be on the market in Fall 2018 to submit a profile. Profiles are due by August 1, 2018.
Please see the link to this section for more details.
This month’s Junior Faculty Spotlight highlights the work of Anthony Abraham Jack who studies diversity among lower-income university students. We also share several new books and publications
by members, along with a list of recent and timely pieces from the Work in Progress blog. Finally,
the IPM Dialogue addresses the important issue of imposter syndrome.
Please send your IPM Dialogue responses, along with any comments, thoughts, and potential
contributions, to ipmsection.news@gmail.com. We look forward to hearing from you!
— The IPM Newsletter Committee
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IPM Election Results
Congratulations to our Chair-Elect, David Brady, and our new council members,
Siwei Cheng and Emily Rauscher!
Chair-Elect – David Brady
David Brady is a professor in the School of Public Policy and the
director of the Blum Initiative on global and regional poverty at the
University of California, Riverside. Before his current appointment,
he was the director of the inequality and social policy department at
the WZB Berlin Social Science Center (where he remains a Fellow).
Long before that, he earned his PhD in Sociology and Public Affairs at
Indiana University, and BA in Sociology at the University of Minnesota.
He is the author of Rich Democracies, Poor People (2009, Oxford Univ
Press) and co-editor (with Linda Burton) of The Oxford Handbook of
the Social Science of Poverty (2016, Oxford Univ Press). He has studied
several different topics over the years, but has an enduring interest in
poverty and inequality. Recently, he is working on three themes: (1) the causes of poverty, (2) the political
consequences, especially for egalitarian social policies, of rising immigration and ethnic heterogeneity,
and (3) the measurement of very long term economic resources, and how those long term economic
resources affect racial and health inequalities. He is grateful to have a career involving teaching, and
presently teaches classes on statistics, public policy analysis, and poverty. He has advised several PhD
students and postdoctoral fellows, and considers working with them to be one of the best parts of his
job. In 2011, he was the first recipient of the IPM section’s early career award. On the personal front, he
is the father of an 11 year old son and 3 year old daughter.
David will begin the term as Chair-Elect after the Philadelphia meetings. His tenure as Chair will begin
after the 2019 meetings in New York.

New Council Member – Siwei Cheng, New York University
Siwei Cheng is Assistant Professor of Sociology at New York University.
Cheng received Ph.D. in Sociology and Public Policy (2015) and M.A.
in Statistics (2012) from the University of Michigan, and B.A. in
Economics and Mathematical Statistics from Peking University (2009).
Prior to joining NYU, she was Assistant Professor of Sociology at UCLA
(2015-2016). Cheng’s research focuses on stratification, inequality,
and social demography. Her current projects examine the production
of inequality over the life course and across generations, the network
structure of the occupational system, the rise of programming-intensive
occupations and its implications for inequality, and the public perceptions of intergenerational mobility and inequality.
Siwei will begin the term as Council Member after the Philadelphia
meetings.
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New Council Member – Emily Rauscher, University of Kansas
Emily Rauscher is an Assistant Professor in the Sociology Department
at the University of Kansas, moving to Brown University effective
July 2018. Her research seeks to understand intergenerational inequality and addresses education and health. She uses quantitative
methods and causal inference techniques to investigate these areas
and to identify policies that could increase equality of opportunity.

Emily will begin the term as Council Member after the Philadelphia
meetings.

More ASA Election results are available here: http://www.asanet.org/news-events/asa-news/2018-asaelection-results
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Junior Faculty Spotlight
Anthony Abraham Jack, Harvard University
What excites you most about your work right now?
In addition to completing my first book, The Privileged Poor: How Elite
Colleges Fail Poor Students (2019), and beginning to teach, I’m excited
about using findings from this research to work with colleges and universities on different initiatives to remove barriers to inclusion that
lower-income students face once they arrive on campus. I want to continue my work on food insecurity at elite colleges that has prompted
universities to reverse their decision to charge students to stay on campus during recesses and/or close their cafeterias, reducing the social
and emotional burden students must bear. One of the reasons I chose
a position at the Harvard Graduate School of Education is that they
value contributions to both theory and practice. I like writing articles and the like but I also get joy from using research to reduce everyday inequalities that handicap lower-income students.
What’s the best paper or book you’ve read recently, and why do you like/love it?
The best book I’ve read recently is Tally’s Corner. I decided to return to a classic. There is something about returning
to a classic when finishing a project. I love how it makes you go back to basics. It forced me to expand on sections of
my methodological appendix, specifically reflecting on time in the field, charting how my relationship with students
developed, and thinking on how they came to use me for their various panels, discussion, and events. It also made
me wish I simply hung out with them even more than I did. (I did, however, just preorder Karida Brown’s Gone Home:
Race and Roots Through Appalachia and Caitlyn Collins’ Making Motherhood Work: How Women Manage Careers and
Caregiving.)
What has surprised you most about life after grad school?
To put it simply: the beauty and power of self-care. I feel like I’m more productive when I build in time away from
work. We run ourselves ragged in graduate school, trying to do everything to get a job. And when we do, we have
to start the race all over again, this time older and a bit more beaten up. It is empowering to say no and to not read
emails over the weekend. It is equally fortifying to go to the gym after work, stop by the spa for a mani/pedi, walk a
mile to the local butcher, order a case of wine, cook for fun and not just for food, explore a neighborhood in Boston
or new city elsewhere that I was too broke to visit in graduate school, and to sit in a sunlit room and knit.
Anthony Abraham Jack is a Junior Fellow at the Harvard Society of Fellows and Assistant Professor of Education
at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. He also holds the Shutzer Assistant Professorship at the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study. His research documents the overlooked diversity among lower-income undergraduates:
the Doubly Disadvantaged–those who enter college from local, typically distressed public high schools–and Privileged
Poor–those who do so from boarding, day, and preparatory high schools. His scholarship appears in the Du Bois
Review, Sociological Forum, and Sociology of Education and has earned awards from the American Sociological Association, Eastern Sociological Society, and the Society for the Study of Social Problems. Tony held fellowships from
the Ford Foundation and the National Science Foundation and was a 2015 National Academy of Education/Spencer
Foundation Dissertation Fellow. The National Center for Institutional Diversity at the University of Michigan named
him a 2016 Emerging Diversity Scholar. The New York Times, Boston Globe, The Atlantic, The Huffington Post, The National Review, The Washington Post, American RadioWorks, and NPR have featured his research as well as biographical
profiles of his experiences as a first-generation college student. His book, The Privileged Poor: How Elite Colleges Fail
Poor Students, is forthcoming with Harvard University Press.
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Recent Publications:
Jack, Anthony Abraham. 2018. “It’s Hard to Be Hungry on Spring Break.” The New York Times, March 17, SR4.
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/17/opinion/sunday/spring-break-colleges-poor-students.html
Jack, Anthony Abraham. 2016. “(No) Harm In Asking: Class, Acquired Cultural Capital, and Academic Engagement
at an Elite University.” Sociology of Education 89(1):1-19. doi:10.1177/0038040715614913
Jack, Anthony Abraham and Veronique Irwin. 2018. “Seeking Out Support: Variation in Academic Engagement Strategies among Black Undergraduates at an Elite College.” P. 384 in Clearing the Path for First-Generation College
Students: Qualitative and Intersectional Studies of Educational Mobility, edited by A. C. Rondini, B. RichardsDowden, and N. P. Simon. Lanham: Lexington Books

Scholars on the Market:
Dissertation Keywords
For the July/August issue we will again be including our Dissertation Keywords feature to highlight the work of
graduate students who will be on the job market in the fall. We invite all PhD students who will be on the market in
Fall 2018 to submit the following information:
• Name, department, and university
• Dissertation title
• Supervisor and committee members
• Contact information (email, website, or Twitter)
• Three keywords that describe your research interests
• A short (200-300 word) profile
The profile should include information about your research and dissertation. However, we would also like to hear
about your background and other activities. What drew you to sociology? What advice would you give to graduate
students starting out?
Profiles can be submitted via email to ipmsection.news@gmail.com by August 1, 2018. Faculty, please encourage
your students to submit a profile!
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Work in Progress
Work in Progress blog, co-sponsored OOW, Econ Soc, LLM, & IPM
Work in Progress is a joint project co-sponsored by the following four kindred ASA sections:
•
•
•
•

Organizations, Occupations, and Work
Economic Sociology
Labor and Labor Movements
Inequality, Poverty, and Mobility

Work in Progress is a public sociology blog intended to disseminate sociological research and findings to the general
public, with a particular emphasis on contributing to policy debates. After considering a number of names intended
to strike a balance between covering the breadth of focus of the four sections while not overloading on specific terms,
the editorial team decided on the following:

Work in Progress: Short-form sociology on the economy, work and inequality
We call it short-form sociology: substantially shorter than the traditional formats of academia - books and journal
articles - yet distinct from personal blogs, specialist blogs and more informal blogs in having an editorial team and a
focus on polished, analytical articles written in accessible language. The typical length is around 800-1,200 words.
The editorial team includes eight members, with representatives from each of the four Sections. The blog is followed
on Twitter by reporters from the New York Times, Washington Post, NPR, MSNBC, BBC and many other outlets.
The WIP Blog is available at http://WIPsociology.org
Call for Submissions: We will publish summaries of all books recently published by Section members. Additionally,
we invite proposals for three types of short-form article: research findings (from your own study or summarizing the
findings of others), news analysis, and commentary. Interested authors should send a proposed title and topic (one
paragraph maximum) to Matt Vidal (matt.vidal@kcl.ac.uk). The WIP Editorial Team will decide whether to invite a
full submission.

Latest from Work in Progress
• Does Education Create Good Jobs? (Emily Rauscher)
• Panel: The Fight for $15 Movement for Low-wage Workers (Matt Vidal)
• In Defense of the Stunning Fight for Fifteen Movement (Steven Ashby)
• The Fight for $15 Campaign of Fast Food Workers: A Good Start, But Not Nearly Enough (Jonathan Rosenblum)
• The Fight for $15 and the Limits of Symbolic Power (Tom Juravich)
• Exploring the Connection Between Institutional Scholarship and Interactionism (Will Gibson and Dirk Vom
Lehn)
• Are Asian Americans Disadvantaged by "White Privilege"? (Arthur Sakamoto)
• The Problem with Behavioral Incentives (Heba Gowayed)
• The Pointless Distraction of Unconscious Bias Training for Workplace Racism (Mike Noon)
• Is Flexible Work the Answer to the Motherhood Pay Penalty? (Sylvia Fuller and Elizabeth Hirsh)
• Does Housework Inequality Ruin Relationships? (Leah Ruppanner)
• Adventitious Collaboration: On the Value of Blended Research (Angèle Christin and Steven Vallas)
• Alternatives to Prison for Parole Violators: Collateral Consequences for Employment (David J. Harding)
• From Opt Out to Blocked Out: Stay-at-home Parents Face Challenges Re-entering the Workforce (Kate Weisshaar)
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IPM Dialogue
IPM Dialogue presents students with the opportunity to ask questions and receive answers from more seasoned
members, who will volunteer their responses. The column aims to help IPM members develop intellectually and
professionally.

Begin the Fall Semester with More Confidence:
Addressing the Imposter Syndrome
Last summer, the IPM Dialogue provided tips on how to have a productive summer, and this summer we will turn
to another subject that will help our readers this fall–quieting the impostor syndrome. Many high achievers suffer
from the belief they are frauds who are actually inadequate or incompetent in their work. They believe that others
are bound to discover these facts and their own achievements do little to counteract their self-doubt. Although the
imposter syndrome is classically associated with doubts about intelligence, ability, and creativity, it is not uncommon
to hear similar doubts expressed about belonging in an academic environment that seemingly requires a variety of
subtle cultural capital. Recent research underscores that the imposter syndrome negatively affects mental health, in
addition to reducing productivity and generating work habits that impede both the individual with imposter syndrome and their co-workers. While insecurities are widespread, the imposter syndrome can be more acutely felt by
historically marginalized groups who may be treated as imposters within their workplaces or fields. Thus, the tips
below suggest ways that individuals can address their feelings of inadequacy and ways that academic organizations
can address the imposter syndrome.
Emphasize the Importance of Alternative Views to Yourself and to Others
One way to counteract the feeling that you do not belong in an environment is to assert that there are multiple ways
to belong. What makes academic life interesting is the possibility of engaging deeply and critically with multiple
viewpoints. Your ideas enrich the academic environment because they are distinctly yours. Reminding yourself and
your students of the potential to contribute encourages engagement and builds confidence–two powerful antidotes
to the imposter syndrome. If you lead the practice of encouraging and engaging with alternative views, it may inspire
leaders in your institution and fields to do so as well.
Know You are Not Alone in Your Feelings or in Your Ideas
Joining an affinity group based on your background or research interests can affirm that you are anything but an
impostor by showing you that others share your feelings and find your ideas interesting. If your organization does
not have these groups, look to the American Sociological Association and other professional organizations for this
support as well as online communities. You should also consider speaking to other members of your organization,
who may share your feelings and would be happy to engage in such a group if only it existed. Engaging with an
organized group may also be a step toward finding a mentor, as discussed in the next tip.
Seek out Mentorship–Again and Again
Fostering potential mentors is another way to see that there are multiple ways to be part of academic life. As you
identify mentors, consider their ideas, ways of interacting with others, work styles, and professional and personal
values. This should impress upon you that there is not one way to be an academic. Next consider their backgrounds
and experiences, and you will see that although academia could be and should be more diverse, that there are others who share your background and experiences. While similarities can be a foundation for mentorship, it is most
important that your mentors affirm that you have a great deal to offer. Remember to seek out multiple mentors from
multiple realms–even outside of academia–as a way to demonstrate that you have potential that many people would
like to see develop, and without the expectation of perfection. Providing mentorship to others is yet another way to
see that there is not one way to be in academic life.
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Accept that Perfection is Not Possible and Set More Realistic Expectations of Success
It may seem that reading every book and article in your field, publishing at a rate equal to the most prolific of peers,
and spending every waking moment working is what real academics do. As you observe more of your colleagues,
you will find that many successful academics hold themselves to high standards, but do not expect the impossible of
themselves. Working with a mentor to identify realistic goals for the upcoming semester is a first step breaking the
familiar habit of attempting to prove you are not an impostor through perfectionism and overwork. Your mentor can
also help you identify resources to develop new skills, redirecting energy from perfectionism to learning, ultimately
positioning you to contribute more.
Keep Track of Your Accomplishments and How You Achieved Them
Periodically updating your C.V. and celebrating accomplishments with colleagues, friends, and family are both ways
to take note that you have made contributions to your field and that that you are progressing toward your goals.
These are also moments when you can consider how your efforts led to advancement, negating feelings that the
progress you see is all due to luck and happenstance. Consider ending each workday by recording what you have
accomplished and what you plan to do the next day to make additional progress on your current projects. This will
reinforce that your efforts are what allow you to make a contribution to your field.
For more support with imposter syndrome, consider watching the National Center for Faculty Development and Diversity webinar series on the imposter syndrome, which should become available June 19.
The above tips draw from:
Davis-Laack, Paula. 2016. “Three Steps for Breaking the Imposter Syndrome Cycle,” Fast Company, March 8
Wong, Kristin. 2018. “Dealing with the Impostor Syndrome When You’re Treated As An Impostor,” The New York
Times, June 12.
These articles draw upon the research and insight of Drs. Pauline Clance, Suzanne Imes, and Kevin Coakley.
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Recent Publications from Members
Rondini, Ashley C., Bedelia Nicola Richards, and Nicolas Simon (Eds.). 2018. Clearing the Path for First
Generation College Students: Qualitative and Intersectional Studies of Educational Mobility. Lanham: Lexington Books.
Clearing the Path for FirstGeneration College Students comprises a wide
range of studies that explore the multidimensional social processes
and meanings germane
to the experiences of firstgeneration college students before and during
their matriculation into
institutions of higher education. The chapters offer timely, empirical examinations of the ways
that these students negotiate experiences shaped
by structural inequities in
higher education institutions and the pathways that lead
to them. This volume provides insight into the dilemmas that arise from the transformation of students’ class
identities in pursuit of upward mobility, as well as their
quest for community and a sense of "belonging" on college campuses that have not been historically designed
for them. While centering first-generation status, this collection also critically engages the ways in which other
dimensions of social identity intersect to inform students’
educational experiences in relation to dynamics of race,
ethnicity, socioeconomic class, gender, and immigration.
Additionally, this book takes a holistic approach by exploring the ways in which first-generation college students are influenced by, and engage with, their families
and communities of origin as they undertake their educational careers. Clearing the Path for First-Generation
College Students is available from Lexington Books.
Auguste, Daniel. In Press. “Income Inequality, Globalization, and the Welfare State: Evidence from 23
Industrial Countries, 1990-2009.” Sociological Forum.
Online First
The debate regarding the welfare state-weakening effect
and the income inequality-increasing effect of globalization remains a contentious issue among stratification
scholars. For some, globalization increases income inequality, while for others, globalization has no, or a negligible, effect on income inequality. This study brings new
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evidence to bear on this debate by separately investigating effects of multiple indicators of globalization (international trade, foreign direct investment [FDI] and immigration), and of welfare state generosity (government
social-protection spending) on (1) income inequality before taxes and transfers and (2) income inequality after
taxes and transfers, using data from 23 Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries over 1990-2009. First, results show a positive effect
of international trade, a negative effect of immigration,
but no effect of FDI and government social-protection
spending on income inequality before taxes and transfers.
Second, results show no effect of the globalization indicators but a negative effect of government social-protection
spending on income inequality after taxes and transfers. These findings suggest that (1) globalization has
inequality-increasing effects depending on measures of
income inequality; (2) the welfare state, in many OECD
countries, continues to shape income distribution; and
(3) in contrast with the popular narrative, immigration
may decrease income inequality. doi:10.1111/socf.12437
Brayne, Sarah. 2017. “Big Data Surveillance: The Case
of Policing.” American Sociological Review 82(5):9771008.
This article examines the intersection of two structural
developments: the growth of surveillance and the rise of
"big data." Drawing on observations and interviews conducted within the Los Angeles Police Department, I offer
an empirical account of how the adoption of big data analytics does–and does not–transform police surveillance
practices. I argue that the adoption of big data analytics
facilitates amplifications of prior surveillance practices
and fundamental transformations in surveillance activities. First, discretionary assessments of risk are supplemented and quantified using risk scores. Second, data
are used for predictive, rather than reactive or explanatory, purposes. Third, the proliferation of automatic alert
systems makes it possible to systematically surveil an
unprecedentedly large number of people. Fourth, the
threshold for inclusion in law enforcement databases is
lower, now including individuals who have not had direct
police contact. Fifth, previously separate data systems are
merged, facilitating the spread of surveillance into a wide
range of institutions. Based on these findings, I develop
a theoretical model of big data surveillance that can be
applied to institutional domains beyond the criminal justice system. Finally, I highlight the social consequences
of big data surveillance for law and social inequality.
doi:10.1177/0003122417725865
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Cossyleon, Jennifer E. 2018. “’Coming Out of My
Shell:’ Motherleaders Contesting Fear, Vulnerability,
and Despair through Family-Focused Community Organizing.” Socius: Sociological Research for a Dynamic
World 4:1-13.
Women’s political engagements often look different
from those of men, and they are also undertheorized
and understudied. The author examines how participation in family-focused community organizing shapes
women’s lives, self-perceptions, and relationships. Using 15 months of participant observations of organizing activities and 40 interviews with parent organizers
the author callsmotherleaders, the author demonstrates
how family-focused community organizing shapes participants’ lives in ways that help them leave "shells" offear,
vulnerability, anddespair within their often marginalized
lives as women of color, recent immigrants, and lowincome mothers. The personal narratives of motherleaders demonstrate how their collective action transcends
publicly stated formal organizational goals and powerfully affects them in life-altering ways. It is important
that scholars seriously consider the intersecting identities
of collective action participants, the meanings participants construct of and through "politics," and the power
of collective action to transform the lives of marginalized
groups. doi:10.1177/2378023117734729
Finnigan, Ryan, and Jo Mhairi Hale. 2018. “Working 9
to 5? Union Membership and Work Hours and Schedules.” Social Forces 96(4):1541-1567.
Millions of workers in the United States experience
volatile weekly working hours and nonstandard shift
work, particularly following the Great Recession. These
aspects of work schedules bring greater economic insecurity and work-life conflict, particularly for low-wage
workers. In the absence of strong and widespread policies
regulating work hours in the United States, labor unions
may significantly limit varying hours and nonstandard
shifts. However, any benefits of union membership could
depend on local unionization rates, which vary widely
between states. This paper analyzes the relationship between union membership and varying weekly work hours
and nonstandard schedules among hourly workers using
data from the 2004-2007 and 2008-2012 Surveys of Income and Program Participation. The results show that
union members were significantly less likely to report
varying numbers of hours from week to week, particularly in states with relatively high unionization rates.
In contrast, union members were more likely to report
nonstandard schedules. The earnings penalties for varying hours and nonstandard schedules are significantly
weaker among union members than non-members. Altogether, the results demonstrate some of unions’ continued benefits for workers, and some of their limitations.
doi:10.1093/sf/sox101
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Jasso, Guillermina. 2018. “Anything Lorenz Curves
Can Do, Top Shares Can Do: Assessing the TopBot
Family of Inequality Measures.” Sociological Methods
and Research. Online First.
Newly precise evidence of the trajectory of top incomes in
the United States and around the world relies on shares
and ratios, prompting new inquiry into their properties as
inequality measures. Current evidence suggests a mathematical link between top shares and the Gini coefficient
and empirical links extending as well to the Atkinson
measure. The work reported in this paper strengthens
that evidence, making several contributions: First, it formalizes the shares and ratios, showing that as monotonic
transformations of each other, they are different manifestations of a single inequality measure, here called
TopBot. Second, it presents two standard forms of TopBot that satisfy the principle of normalization. Third, it
presents a new link between top shares and the Gini
coefficient, showing that properties and results associated with the Lorenz curve pertain as well to top shares.
Fourth, it investigates TopBot in mathematically specified
probability distributions, showing that TopBot is monotonically related to classical measures, such as the Gini,
Atkinson, and Theil measures and the coefficient of variation. Thus, TopBot appears to be a genuine inequality
measure. Moreover, TopBot is further distinguished by
its ease of calculation and ease of interpretation, making it an appealing People’s measure of inequality. This
work also provides new insights, for example, that, given
nonlinearities in the (monotonic) relations among inequality measures, Spearman correlations are more appropriate than Pearson correlations, and that weakening
of correlations signals differences and shifts in distributional form, themselves signals of income dynamics.
doi:10.1177/0049124118769106
Jasso, Guillermina. 2018. “The Theory of Comparison
Processes.” Pp. 249-280 in Peter J. Burke (ed.), Contemporary Social Psychological Theories. Second Edition. Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press.
When humans reflect on their attributes and possessions,
they often compare what they have, called the actual
holding, to a comparison holding that reflects what they
would like to have or expect or think just. These comparisons generate judgments and sentiments that include self-esteem, the sense of justice, and happiness.
The hallmark of comparison processes (also known as
reference dependent processes) is that the actual holding and the comparison holding have opposite effects on
the outcome. For example, as actual earnings increase,
self-esteem increases, but as expected earnings increase,
self-esteem decreases. The outcomes in turn affect every area of behavior. Comparison theory systematically
yields, from its parsimonious starting postulates, a broad
range of testable predictions, including novel predictions.
Thus the stage is set for further theoretical development
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and concomitantly for empirical test of the predictions. undocumented immigrants is an important resource for
This chapter provides an introduction to comparison the- undocumented youth as they navigate the educational
ory and to the research agendas it generates.
system. doi:10.1177/0731121418775092
Krahn, Harvey J., Angela Chow, Nancy L. Galambos &
Matthew D. Johnson. 2018. “Enlightenment or status
defence? Education and social problem concerns from
adolescence to midlife.” British Journal of Sociology of
Education. Online First.

Patler, Caitlin. In Press. “Citizen Advantage, Undocumented Disadvantage, or Both? The Comparative
Educational Outcomes of Second and 1.5-Generation
Latino Young Adults.” International Migration Review.
Online first.

This paper asks whether concerns about social problems decline with age. Unconditional growth models
(without covariates) revealed a decline over 25 years
(age 18 to 43) in concerns about racial discrimination,
treatment of Aboriginal Peoples, female job discrimination, unemployment, and environmental pollution.
Educational attainment was not associated with these
change trajectories in conditional control models, providing no support for enlightenment or social reproduction hypotheses. Higher household income (age 43)
was associated with faster declines in concerns about
racial discrimination, treatment of Aboriginal Peoples,
and unemployment. With household income as a predictor, downward trajectories in treatment of Aboriginal
Peoples, female job discrimination, and environmental
pollution were no longer significant, and the racial discrimination trajectory reversed direction. These results
provide compelling support for status defence theory.
doi:10.1080/01425692.2018.1429893

Recent research theorizes a widening sociopolitical gap
between undocumented and documented immigrants –
but also between citizens and noncitizens generally –
with implications for mobility. How might legal inequality influence educational outcomes? Largely due to data
constraints, much existing research is unable to distinguish between legal statuses. Yet, legal status may help
explain inconsistent findings of "immigrant advantage"
among Latinos. Using survey data from Latino young
adults in California, I explore how legal status impacts
high school completion, post-secondary enrollment, and
labor market expectations. I find evidence of undocumented disadvantage and citizenship advantage in completion and enrollment, but no differences in expectations. Findings suggest that scholars should pay closer
attention to the role of legal background in shaping mobility. doi:10.1111/imre.12347
Pfeffer, Fabian. 2018. “Growing Wealth Gaps in Education.” Demography 55(3):1033-1068.

Krase, Jerome, and Kathryn Krase. 2018. “UnderminPrior research on trends in educational inequality has foing Governmental Legitimacy: Failed Expectations of
cused chiefly on changing gaps in educational attainment
Community Accountability.” Urbanities 8(1):42-48.
by family income or parental occupation. In contrast, this
http://www.anthrojournal-urbanities.com/wp-content/
contribution provides the first assessment of trends in
uploads/2018/04/11-Krase-Krase.pdf
educational attainment by family wealth and suggests
that we should be at least as concerned about growing
Patler, Caitlin. In Press. “To Reveal or Conceal: How wealth gaps in education. Despite overall growth in eduDiverse Undocumented Youth Navigate Legal Status cational attainment and some signs of decreasing wealth
gaps in high school attainment and college access, I find
Disclosure.” Sociological Perspectives. Online first.
a large and rapidly increasing wealth gap in college atExisting literature illuminates the multiple barriers young tainment between cohorts born in the 1970s and 1980s,
undocumented immigrants face, yet we know little about respectively. This growing wealth gap in higher educahow these challenges vary among undocumented youth. tional attainment co-occurred with a rise in inequality
This article explores variation in how undocumented in children’s wealth backgrounds, although the analyses
youth "manage" their legal status in the educational con- also suggest that the latter does not fully account for the
text. Drawing on interviews with Latina/o, Asian Ameri- former. Nevertheless, the results reported here raise concan and Pacific Islander (API), and black undocumented cerns about the distribution of educational opportunity
young adults in California, I analyze the factors influ- among today’s children who grow up in a context of parencing when and how youth decide to reveal or conceal ticularly extreme wealth inequality. doi:10.1007/s13524legal status from school personnel or peers, and the ed- 018-0666-7
ucational consequences of such decisions. I find undocumented students’ decisions to hide legal status, while
Pfeffer, Fabian, and Alexandra Killewald. 2017. “Genpractical, can constrain social network formation and
erations of Advantage. Multigenerational Correlations
limit access to academic resources. However, decisions to
in Wealth.” Social Forces 96(4):1411-1442.
reveal or conceal legal status are not made uniformly but
vary by political and social context, and access to support Inequality in family wealth is high, yet we know little
within co-ethnic social networks. Finally, knowing other about how much and how wealth inequality is main-
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tained across generations. We argue that a long-term
perspective reflective of wealth’s cumulative nature is
crucial to understand the extent and channels of wealth
reproduction across generations. Using data from the
Panel Study of Income Dynamics that span nearly half
a century, we show that a one-decile increase in parents’ wealth position is associated with an increase of
about four percentiles in their offspring’s wealth position in adulthood. We show that grandparental wealth
is a unique predictor of grandchildren’s wealth, above
and beyond the role of parental wealth, suggesting that
a focus on only parent-child dyads understates the importance of family wealth lineages. Second, considering five channels of wealth transmission–gifts and bequests, education, marriage, homeownership, and business ownership–we find that most of the advantages arising from family wealth begin much earlier in the life
course than the common focus on bequests implies, even
when we consider the wealth of grandparents. We also
document the stark disadvantage of African American
households in terms of not only their wealth attainment
but also their intergenerational wealth mobility compared to whites. doi:10.1093/sf/sox086

Schradie, Jen. 2018. “Moral Monday is More than a
Hashtag: The Strong Ties of Social Movement Emergence in the Digital Era.” Social Media + Society 4(1).

given the digital divide, little is known about cost variation across social movement organizations from different
social classes. A focus on high levels of digital engagement and extraordinary events leaves scant information
about the effect of social class on digital mobilization
patterns and everyday practices within and across organizations. This study takes a field-level approach to
incorporate all groups involved in one statewide political
issue, thereby including organizations with different social class compositions, from Tea Parties to labor unions.
Data collection spans online and off-line digital activism
practices. With an index to measure digital engagement
from an original data set of over 90,000 online posts,
findings show deep digital activism inequalities between
working-class and middle/upper-class groups. In-depth
interviews and ethnographic observations reveal that
the mechanisms of this digital activism gap are organizational resources, along with individual disparities in
access, skills, empowerment and time. These factors create high costs of online participation for working-class
groups. Rather than reduced costs equalizing online participation, substantial costs contribute to digital activism
inequality. doi:10.1093/socpro/spx042

With a growing interest in data science and online analytics, researchers are increasingly using data derived from
the Internet. Whether for qualitative or quantitative analysis, online data, including “Big Data,” can often exclude
marginalized populations, especially those from the poor
and working class, as the digital divide remains a persistent problem. This methodological commentary on the
current state of digital data and methods disentangles
the hype from the reality of digitally produced data for
sociological research. In the process, it offers strategies to
address the weaknesses of data that is derived from the
Internet in order to represent marginalized populations.

This article explains the origin puzzle of the 2013 Moral
Monday protests in North Carolina. Social media were
marginal to the emergence of this civil disobedience
movement, yet a common view is that digital technology’s weak ties are an integral part of large-scale collective action in the digital era. Instead, strong offline ties
with structured organizations were critical to its emergence. Qualitative data show that a network of structured organizations, grassroots organizing, traditional
media, and an ideological response to an economic and
political crisis worked together to propel this large-scale
movement. In effect, both structural and cultural factors
shaped the activism in this case, not individual or digital explanations. Consequently, this article also traces
the historic phases of social movement theory, situating
a digital emphasis as part of an evolving focus on social
movement origin mechanisms. Emergence scholarship
on digital activism would benefit from expanding the
entry point of protest earlier and broader than a hashtag’s debut, as digital explanations may not be as distinct
Schradie, Jen. 2018. “The Digital Activism Gap: How of a theoretical construct as previous research suggests.
Class and Costs Shape Online Collective Action.” So- doi:10.1177/2056305117750719
cial Problems 65(1):51-74.
What is the relationship between social class and on- Schradie, Jen. 2017. “Big Data is Too Small: Research
line participation in social movements? Scholars suggest Implications of Class Inequality for Online Data Colthat low costs to digital activism broaden participation lection.” Media and Class, Edited by June Deery and
and challenge conventional collective action theories, but Andrea Press. Abingdon, UK: Taylor & Francis.
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VanHeuvelen, Tom. 2018. “Recovering the Missing
Middle: A Mesocomparative Analysis of Within-Group
Inequality, 1970âĂŞ2011.” American Journal of Sociology 123(4):1064-1116.
This study assesses the causes of within-group inequality,
or the inequality occurring among workers and households otherwise similar on observed characteristics. The
author situates his research in a longitudinal analysis
of local labor markets to determine the heterogeneous
set of causes of within-group inequality. A data set is
constructed locating within- and between-group por-
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tions of male wage, female wage, and household income inequality from nine waves of the integrated public
use microdata series from the U.S. census in 722 temporally stable geographical units that cover the entire
contiguous United States. Results from heteroscedastic and multilevel repeated-measures regression models reveal that within-group inequality follows economic
development along a U-shaped pattern and that the
well-established curvilinear relationship between development and inequality occurs specifically through
the within-group portion of wages and incomes. Other
factors–including sector change, occupational task concentration, educational expansion, urbanization, and
deinstitutionalization–contribute to explain the association between within-group inequality and economic development. doi:10.1086/695640
VanHeuvelen, Tom. Forthcoming.“Moral Economies or
Hidden Talents? A Longitudinal Analysis of Union Decline and Wage Inequality, 1973-2015.” Social Forces.
The decline of labor unions in the United States has
been central to the rise of wage inequality since the early
1970s. Recently, sociologists have noted that unionization
influences inequality through both direct and indirect
pathways, reconciled with the concept of the moral economy, broadly shared norms of fairness institutionalized
in market rules and customs that can reduce inequality
in pay. While the theory of the moral economy has been
resonant in the stratification literature, few have held
it to empirical scrutiny. The current study assesses how
selection bias from unobserved worker-level heterogeneity influences the associations between unionization and
wage attainment and dispersion. To do so, I merge data
from the Current Population Survey to 33 waves of longitudinal data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics.
Using combinations of variance function regression models, fixed-effects regression models, and dynamic panel
models, I find that the magnitudes of associations tend
to be reduced by around 1/2 after accounting for unobserved heterogeneity. Yet more critically, the pathways
linking unions and wage inequality via the moral economy prove to be remarkably robust to all tests cast upon
them. Results highlight the fundamental importance of
labor power resources for the contemporary rise of inequality. They provide a microlevel foundation for theories linking unionization and stratification. They identify the importance of union decline for rising earnings
volatility. And they provide implications for the fallout of
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economic wellbeing for workers following antiunion policy change. Additional theoretical and policy implications
are discussed. doi:10.1093/sf/soy045
Wu, Lawrence L., and Nicholas D. E. Mark. 2018.
“Could We Level the Playing Field? Long-Acting
Reversible Contraceptives, Nonmarital Fertility, and
Poverty in the United States.” RSF: The Russell Sage
Foundation Journal of the Social Sciences 4(3):144166.
Could we combat poverty by reducing the number of unintended and nonmarital births? This article proposes a
federal policy that would provide all women with information about, and free access to, a range of contraceptive
services, including long-acting reversible contraceptives;
reviews what it is that we do and do not know; discusses
several dynamic selection mechanisms by which this policy could lead to poverty reductions; stresses the need
for longitudinal randomized intent-to-treat pilots that
would provide causal evidence on whether this policy
would in fact reduce poverty; and provides rough estimates of take-up, costs, and benefits were such a policy
to substantially increase the use of highly effective contraceptive methods. doi:10.7758/RSF.2018.4.3.08

Media, News, and Notes
Sarah Brayne, Assistant Professor in Sociology at the
University of Texas-Austin, had work featured in the Financial Times.
Caitlin Patler, Assistant Professor of sociology at UC
Davis, has been selected as a 2018 National Academy of
Education (NAEd)/Spencer Postdoctoral Fellow. Patler’s
research will use original longitudinal and mixedmethods data to address a series of questions about
DACA’s role in influencing the educational disadvantages
faced by undocumented children and youth.
Jerome Krase, received a Fulbright Specialist Assignment, Charles University, Prague, May 11-25, 2018.
Fabian Pfeffer, Assistant Professor at the University of
Michigan, had work featured in the following The New
York Times.
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Conferences, Papers, and Proposals
Call for Papers
SocArXiv O3S 2018
Submissions Due: June 30, 2018
SocArXiv will host the second annual O3S: Open Scholarship for the Social Sciences symposium October 18-19, 2018 at
University of Maryland, College Park. We invite social science papers or presentations related to the following themes:
1. Research on any topic that includes open scholarship components. This may entail a demonstration case
showing how to do an open scholarship project, providing data and code for results, working with collaborators, or
other examples of open scholarship in practice.
2. Research about open scholarship itself. This may include mechanisms for making data and code public, workflow processes, publication considerations, citation metrics, or the tools and methods of open scholarship.
3. Research about replication and transparency. This includes both replication studies and research about replication and reproducibility issues.
Travel stipends of $1,000 will be available to a limited number of presenters. Visit https://socy.umd.edu/centers/socarxivo3s-conference for details.

Call for Proposals
Emerging Poverty Scholars Fellowship Program
Applications Due: August 1, 2018.
The Institute for Research on Poverty (IRP) at the University of Wisconsin-Madison invites applications from junior
scholars from underrepresented racial and ethnic populations for its inaugural 2018 to 2019 Emerging Poverty Scholars Fellowship Program. This program is generously funded by The JPB Foundation.
IRP anticipates providing two fellows with $20,000 in flexible funding over a one-year award period beginning
September 1, 2018. IRP will also match each fellow with a senior poverty scholar mentor.
With this new program, IRP aims to support the career development and success of promising emerging poverty
scholars from underrepresented racial and ethnic populations by:
• enhancing the resources available to them,
• providing high-quality mentoring from nationally renowned senior poverty scholars; and
• fostering interaction among a diverse set of scholars in order to broaden the corps of U.S. poverty researchers.
Application materials should be submitted to the following online form.
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Job Postings
El Colegio de México
The Network of Studies of Inequalities
Postdoctoral Research Fellowships
The Seminar Migration, Inequality, and Public Policies (MIGDEP) of the Network of Studies of Inequalities at El
Colegio de México invites everyone interested in participating as a postdoctoral fellow to submit their application for
our 2018 program. The ideal candidate must hold a Doctoral degree in Sociology, Demography, Economics, Political
Science, Geography, or related disciplines, and have research experience in international migration, needs to be able
to show how his scholarship is associated with inequality, and preferably able to study migration to North America
(Mexico, United States or Canada).
Applications will be received through July 15th, 2018. More information is available at http://migdep.colmex.mx
and the registration will be online at http://seminarios.colmex.mx.

Next Issue
Thanks for reading through the newsletter! As we are working on further developing the IPM newsletter, we welcome
suggestions and contributions. We’re especially interested in incorporating comments and stories. Please submit
contributions for our next newsletter to: ipmsection.news@gmail.com

Newsletter Editorial Staff
Michelle Maroto, Assistant Professor, University of Alberta
LaShaune Johnson, Assistant Professor, Creighton
Carmen Brick, PhD candidate, University of California-Berkeley
Lauren Valentino, PhD candidate, Duke University
Ying Huang, PhD candidate, SUNY Albany
Yuching Cheng, International Research Fellow, Tohoku University
Michael Scott, PhD candidate, UT Austin
Stephanie Pullés, PhD candidate, UC Irvine
Shengwei Sun, PhD candidate, University of Maryland
Jessica Ordemann, Researcher, DIPF
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